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H. Gene Murtha Contest Results

First Prize

courtroom—
how white the shirt
of the rapist

Arvinder Kaur

Second Prize

first cry . . .
I too am born
a mother

Agnes Eva Savich

Third Prize

white privilege—
a protester asks
to use the bathroom

Kelley White

CLICK HERE

For the full commentary and Honorable mentions

https://www.haikuhut.com/SixthAnnualMurthaContestResults.pdf


Cast List
In order of appearance

(all work copyrighted by the authors)

Surashree Joshi
Kristen Lindquist
Ingrid Baluchi
Debbie Strange
Kathleen Vasek-Trocmet
Genie Nakano
Barbara Kaufmann
Roberta Beach Jacobson
Joshua St. Claire
Neena Singh
Marsh Muirhead
B.A. France
Marilyn Ashbaugh
Michael Kitchen
Tim Cremin
Bill Cooper
Cynthia Anderson
Kat Lehmann
Rosa Maria Di Salvatore
GILLENA COX
Rick Jackofsky



Bart Greene
E. L. Blizzard
Joshua Gage
Robert Witmer
Radostina Dragostinova
Bob Lucky
Susan Farner
Anna Maria Domburg-Sancristoforo
Maria Luisa Bartolotta
Maeve O'Sullivan
Gil Jackofsky
Carol Ann Palomba
Maurice Nevile
Paul Beech
Ravi Kiran
Pitt Büerken
John Hawkhead
Michael Henry Lee
Simon Wilson
Tracy Davidson
Clive Bennett
Joseph P. Wechselberger
Hifsa Ashraf
Vincenzo Adamo Paceco
Lavana Kray
Maya Daneva



Christa Pandey
Sushama Kapur
Tom Bierovic
Ed Bremson
Chen-ou Liu
Amber Winter
Miriam Dunn and Mike Monntreuil
Louise Hopewell
Cynthia Rowe
Stefano d'Andrea
Robert Erlandson
Lisbeth Ho
Peter Jastermsky
Tzetzka Ilieva
Mark Forrester
Sondra J. Byrnes
Raghav Prashant Sundar
Srinivasa Rao Sambangi
Richa Sharma
Rosa Clement
Baisali Chatterjee Dutt
Nicole Tilde
Linda Ng
Arvinder Kaur
Michael Hough/Christina Chin
Joanna Ashwell



Ben Oliver
Maxianne Berger
Vandana Parashar
John J. Han
Sydney Lopez
Natalia Kuznetsova
Laurie Greer
Maria Concetta
David He Zhuanglang
Carmela Marino
Valentina Ranaldi-Adams
Keiko Izawa
Sherry Grant and Christina Chin
Michael H. Lester/ Sherry Grant
Lorraine Padden/ Sherry Grant
Minal Sarosh
David J Kelly
Mona Bedi
Jamie Wimberly
Linda Papanicolaou
David Gale
Benicio Isandro
Christine Wenk-Harrison
Adjei Agyei-Baah
Daniela Misso
Terri L. French/Bryan Rickert
Bruce Jewett



Alan Peat
alaka yeravadekar
Janice Munro
Carol Raisfeld
Franjo Ordanić
Susan Burch
Anna Cates
Ron Scully
Barrie Levine
Terrie Jacks
Jay Friedenberg
Patricia Hawkhead
Sue Dawes
Zoran Doderovic
David Oates
James Chessing
Nick Hoffman
Devoshruti Mandal
Kelly Sauvage
Agnes Eva Savich/Kelly Sauvage
Marianne Paul
Ben Grafström
Madhuri Pillai
Priti Aisola
Elizabeth Crocket
Justin Brown



Robbie Porter
Tsanka Shishkova
Mark Gilbert
Cristina Povero
Billy Tuggle
Dorothy Burrows
Bill Kenney
Wonja Brucker
Tomislav Maretić
Marilyn Ward
Tim Gardiner
Mike Gallagher
Bee Jay
John Budan
Kevin Valentine
LeRoy Gorman
Marilyn Fleming
Nadejda Kostadinova
Wilbert Salgado
Irina Guliaeva
Kath Abela Wilson
Pippa Phillips
Shane Pruett
Charles Harmon
Nancy Brady
Alex Fyffe



Lori A Minor
Jill Lange
P. H. Fischer
Lakshmi Iyer
Tia Haynes
Bryan Rickert/Susan Burch



memorial day. . .
the soldier sits
with the medals
of his brothers
who never came home

dentist appointment
the atheist invokes
every god

second wedding
my daughter
gives me away

Surashree Joshi



to hell with it
taking my sweet old time
in the downpour

evening workout
every new circuit
a glimpse of the moon

turkey tail fungus
we can't help but speak
in metaphors

information highway
a fox kit stops to sniff
the trail cam

Kristen Lindquist



lunch box bully silenced
fresh nettles
in the new girl's green smoothie

walkies -
he and his dog
both muzzled

sewing box -
gran's sock-darning mushroom
sees the light of day

finishing touch
in the eye of the dove
that white pinpoint

one foot
on the king of beasts
a trophy hunter's grin

Ingrid Baluchi





Debbie Strange



outside the DMV
each time the line moves
I step on his shadow

restaurant patio
customers leave
the crows clean up

staycation
the record unbroken
for twenty-five years

Kathleen Vasek-Trocmet



black coffee
with a cigarette
the way we were

Genie Nakano







Barbara Kaufmann



pool days I rust from the inside

time swims clepsydra

in fairy tales the wolf always speaks

paper moons
a lifetime supply
from hole puncher

Roberta Beach Jacobson



smiling
my son’s smirk
in the mirror

morning wood
nature’s alarm
cock

Joshua St. Claire



the love light
in his eyes...
a meteor shower

on the phone wire
a weaver bird's nest—
my swaying mind

morning prayer
a mosquito chants
in my ear

Neena Singh



late night groceries
checking out
ring fingers

skinny dipping
in the hot tub
more than a full moon

her cold martini
the olive
looks at me

roadside sweet corn
the girl tans her legs
next to the money

three a.m.
the call that doesn’t come
fills the house

Marsh Muirhead



natural history
in the past of
my present

streaking
through his quiet
her comet life

sound of ice
in the whiskey glass
— cold rain

B.A. France



 dermatology visit
a suspicious mole
grows legs

ginko walk
ticks on a pub
crawl

 third shift
just drained enough
for a night bonus



Marilyn Ashbaugh





Michael Kitchen



time travel
talking to myself
in old photos

bad dream
the thing in the attic
is back

sniff test time for a change

here we go again
her prescription running out
too soon

cookbook shelf
sticking with a recipe
I know by heart

Tim Cremin



dog tags
the teen asks why
there are two

gale in a sailboat
the difference between whipped
and whupped

Sunday hotel lobby
a mix of wedding attire
and swimwear

at the bottom
of the toy chest
a white sidewall tire

virology buzz about furin cleavage

Bill Cooper



hard cold reality
I fall into
a thought crevasse

full circle—
when can I give you
one more chance

counting tree rings
my grandfather sits
on a sequoia stump

that strange yowl—
the cat channels
a humpback whale

midnight fog
little cat feet
in the hallway

frayed blue line
what they get away with
and keep breathing

Cynthia Anderson



analemma
our seasons of love
stipple infinity

the sun not yet bursting my bubble bath

social bubbles…
even at home
I long for home

Bookmark

"I'm rocking you," I smile to my daughter as we snuggle on the chair.

unicorn stories

"No," she says, "I'm rocking you."

the magic

I look down to see her foot had reached to push against the floor.
Something small has shifted. So small I almost did not notice.

I try to hold

Kat Lehmann



hidden moon...
those words
I have never said

Rosa Maria Di Salvatore



the grocery counter
a moment of reflection -
crisp brown-paper-bags

GILLENA COX



ex-athlete
his body becoming
a stranger

muscle beach
parking lot queue
tan lines

mayflies
ripple still water
speed dating

diagonal lines
in a woodblock sky
the driving rain

even in Manhattan
I long for Manhattan
clam chowder



looking up

We live in the woods; our old house rests under a canopy of maple
and oak, sturdy trees that provide us with shade and a welcome
respite from the summer heat. Unfortunately, for much of the year,
their leafy crowns also block our view of the moon and stars. But
sometimes, on a clear winter night, I step out under the leafless
branches to catch a glimpse of the heavens above.

pissing
in the snow
stargazer

Rick Jackofsky



infant's funeral
two pallbearers
more than enough

corpse sues
new headstone
blocks his view

conjoined twins
apply to Yale
one accepted

Bart Greene









E. L. Blizzard



contemporary fresco
the eyes of Christ
weep red Krylon

the waitress
smiles, calls him
“Hun”—
OldWhiteMan tips her
his cell phone number

random security check
on the way to Hawaii…
OldWhiteMan
insists that he’s not
one of those people

late February
Black Panther documentary…
OldWhiteMan
complains there ain’t no
white history month

Joshua Gage



the mirror lies
broken on the floor
picking up where we were

trial balloon
filling with hot air
demagogue

loose thread
that dubious story
about her rumpled dress

a fork
in the road
nothing to eat

dog days
the neighbor plays her violin
poorly

a bumpy ride
potholes
in my senior year

Robert Witmer



ex husband
wiped "wel"
on the pub doormat

overripe morellos..
she rounds off every story
by dots





Radostina Dragostinova



wood smoke a particulate memory

Russian rap —
not having to pretend
to know what it’s about

December romance
I leave my socks on

warmer days
recalculating the shelf life
of a cold beer

rafting trip the rapids go on forever



The Encounter

This morning I’m sitting in my usual spot at the café when I notice a
woman a few tables away staring at my shoes. I try to ignore her. I
want to say something, but since I’ve been studying bad words in
Portuguese, I don’t have anything nice to say. I’m getting agitated so I
order a decaf espresso to calm myself down. She’s still staring at my
shoes while I stir an entire packet of sugar into my coffee. I confront
her. “What are you staring at?” “Why aren’t you wearing shoes?” she
responds. I look down at my feet and see my flamingo socks with the
hole on the left big toe. I order her a coffee and we talk about the
weather. She likes my socks. I like her.

mirrored café
shifting to get my bald spot
into my blind spot

Bob Lucky



rat-a-tat-tat
woodpecker
or roofer?

weed
or wanted
location location location

Susan Farner



moth's wings
the powdery essence
of old things

Anna Maria Domburg-Sancristoforo



sewing -
finger and fabric
together

Maria Luisa Bartolotta



post procedure she peels off the defibrillation discs

in a car park prefab
surrounded by raindrops –
mammogram

after a morning
of problem-solving –
a rotten egg

not seen for a while:
a man blessing himself
as we pass a church

Maeve O'Sullivan



four year old
blowing bubbles—
nothing lasts

gull skims waves
sudden dive— flash of silver
fresh sashimi

hovering close by
Marine Corps helicopter
and a hummingbird

Gil Jackofsky



winter rain
my mother sobbing
in hospice

dad's new will
the one we didn't
know about

my mother's hair—
goldenrod faded white
in the winter field

in the new house
I reach for a light switch
in the old house

sunrise
a glassblower spins
the glowing orb

Carol Ann Palomba



bank counter sign
'Do not protrude...'
I do once just a little bit

crowded bank
the woman with a walker
puts her foot down

okay she’s allowed
to laugh –
the Bee Gees’ pants

Maurice Nevile



Call of Duty

Another ten minutes and I’d have been on the motorway, homeward-bound,
the weekend blessedly stretching before me.

Instead, responding to a call from Reception, I’m up and running again. Down
the marble staircase, beneath the stern scrutiny of gilt-framed civic dignitaries
from times past, to see a woman described as “in a bit of a state”.

Actually she has black eyes, a broken nose and God knows what else.  She’s
walking funny and has four young children in tow, three boys, one girl. A
domestic violence victim sent by the hospital for emergency accommodation.

I show them into an interview room.

Her voice is a hoarse whisper.  Those marks on her throat tell all.

Her words are jumbled, but I mustn’t rush her.  Listen and nod.  Coax gently.
The kids cover my desk in potato crisps.  Wailing, tugging Mum’s skirt, fouling
themselves too.  The smell…

Little by little, I piece together a statement for her signature.  Her partner…
his irrational belief she’s cheating on him.  And the way he makes her pay for
it…

Today’s episode, when she returned from the supermarket, kids with her.
High on something, he was ready to kill and smashed her face for starters…

rotten fruit…
gender shame
hard to digest

Paul Beech



i mingle
with the sprinklers
barren sky

Ravi Kiran



Bon Voyage

My wife and I have always enjoyed to travel. No luxury trips, always
in modest hotels and close to the people who live there. But for more
than one year, we are now sitting at home, while a virus tours around
the world. And we hope that it will not come to visit us. We, on the
other hand, have only a glossy travel brochure.

shiny paper
the water so South Sea blue
like nowhere else
we roam with our fingers
through amazing countries

newly mask free
two lovers try carefully
to kiss again

the smile
on her face freezes
oh dear!
now I have put my foot
in the mouth once again

Pitt Büerken



sleet scatterings
the wind swipes a blade
through the homeless

unseasonal snow
so white inside
the blue lamp

bump and grind
the washing machine tumbles
mixed underwear

stinging nettles
my father’s bristles stiffen
as he hears my lie





John Hawkhead



Independence Day
the cat celebrates
as usual

bonsai
one leaf  after  another
after   another

safe sex
obliged to retain
our masks

second shot
comparing symptoms
with the barmaid



Michael Henry Lee



night out
the waitress dressed
for chemical attacks

we talk politics
at the table
our seating plan

That Other Life

The bathroom cabinet used to hold hangover cures and condoms.
Now it
contains corn plasters and antacids. It never occurred to me, looking
at the contents of my grandparents' cabinets, that I was looking into
my future.

my gran
thinks I am her dead son
—lost generation

Simon Wilson



closing the gap
already I miss
social distancing

"yes, it was peaceful"
the lies we tell
to ease others pain

how do I love him...
let me count
the hickeys

at Disney World
he loses his shit
on Splash Mountain...
not the kind of log
I wanted to ride

Tracy Davidson



waking up
... next to you
waking up

flower moon
her scent of jasmine
in every room

Clive Bennett



full moon—
the rhythmic squeaks of the bed
in the upstairs flat

peeling the skin
from your words—
the sky at sunset

after the interview
removing
his clip-on tie

schoolyard picks
always hoping
I wouldn’t be

Joseph P. Wechselberger



quiet day
one after another

daffodil’s petals
under his feet

her innocence
crumpled

acid rain
uprooting

her feelings
the jasmine buds

without fragrance
forced marriage

torrential rain
washes away

her story
that is written

on the wall
with charcoal



water tub
she makes

soap bubbles
with her small hands

to catch a glimpse
of her fragile aura

her voice
deepens

the folk songs
she sings

all alone
for her doll bride

her cupped hands
on the wedding day

after a long silence
she mumbles

her deepest wish
to fly like a sparrow

Hifsa Ashraf



after the divorce decree
my parents plucked
by lawyers

Vincenzo Adamo Paceco



Lavana Kray



misty moonlight
my daughter’s boyfriend
behind the apple tree

first day in the army
my brother sends me
a strand of his hair

new construction site
the homeless woman choses
the flat on the ground floor

Maya Daneva



103 degrees
lawn service
tidies the weeds

Christa Pandey



a faint smell
of musk on his shirt -
the feeling of home

uneven shadows
boy helps grandpa
across the street

Orbits

she preens in front of the mirror in her new indigo kurta, turning left
and right,  marvelling at how it swirls in nuances

peacock dance
the rustling feathers
almost a drumroll

Sushama Kapur



taking selfies
with the buddha
faded prayer flags

gift shop prayer flags
the tourist demands
a guarantee

her soft lips . . .
waiting for the florist
to open

turning thirteen
only cloud shapes
in the clouds

Tom Bierovic



Sunday morning...
the doorbell in a dream
that wakes me

I don't know what
my dream was about
but there was cake

in my dream
it seems normal...
dogs talking

sadness...
day after day waking from
dreams of death

Ed Bremson



the peeling layers
of our bedroom wallpaper
talk of divorce

cicada summer ...
the noise of our silence
all the way home

a weathervane swings ...
this yes-no-maybe-yes-no
of her love affair

four gunshot wounds
around an old man's groin --
on a sultry night
these cookie-cutter homes
barraged with rumours

my wife adds
three more items to her list
of complaints
on this hottest day
the drone of cicadas

Chen-ou Liu



quiet times are rare
I worry when they happen—
mother of three boys

trouser snake
pressing firm against my thigh—
this hoe will kill it

advice from my son—
eat your hot dog while it’s hot
or get chili dog

lonelysock.com
over one million members
unmatched every year

Amber Winter



Dear Sir or Madam,

Thank you for contacting us at Mutual Ignorance Assurance.

In regards to your claim that we do not know what we are doing, you
must send a registered letter requesting arbitration and describing
your claim to our registered agent, Corporations Protection Service
Company, 300 Driving Winds Way, Suite 666, Walla Walla, WA 99362.

The arbitration will be conducted by the Conflict Resolution
Associates and Partners (“CRAP”) under its ever-evolving rules,
including the CRAP’s Supplementary Procedures for
Consumer-Related Fraudulent Disputes. The CRAP’s latest rules (in
PDF form) are available for a modest fee at itsnevereasy.org or by
calling 1-800-NOO-LUCK.

Karen Prickwick
Claims Vice-president

Arbor Day
wrapped trees
wait to be planted

Miriam Dunn and Mike Monntreuil

http://itsnevereasy.org/


time to put away
my winter woollies
shearing season

still now
I can’t get enough of you
love handles

the fisherwoman
calls it a day
salmon sky

lovers’ lookout
the wind blows
hot and cold

Louise Hopewell





resort pool
a brush turkey snacks
on my leftover ham

fallen blossoms
the refugee's
welcome mat

the floaty spread
of this streak of foam . . .
the surfer's biceps

making out in the dunes
the silvery brush
of a fox's tail

Cynthia Rowe



covidsssss
sibili di serpenti
in ogni talk show

covidsssss
hissing of snakes
in every talk show

Stefano d'Andrea



on-line markets
hats, banners, shirts, flags
conspiracy theories

storefront graffiti
ochre drawings on cave walls
woke



Robert Erlandson



insisting
it's an apple
a toddler
finishes eating
an onion

drinking sake
in high school reunion
thirty years younger

Lisbeth Ho



swan songs a click of unfollows

scorched earth flushing a third time

round midnight in the pocket with monk

empty filter pouring over a zen coffee

too late to be impactful fallen angels

slow creep a feral scent of politicians

Peter Jastermsky



Zooming in on the Bees

I have been told to keep away from the bees since I was a little girl.

“You know Mom’s allergic, man,” would say my brother. He calls
everyone “man”, he even calls the bees “man”.

“I’m leaving, man, I’m leaving, don’t get angry,” he’ll assure any bee
that would pass by his window and he’ll go inside and stay there until
the bee flies away, letting all the customers wonder if he’ll come back.
Did I mention that my brother used to be a restaurant chef? Then he
got bored sitting in one place, bought a food truck and now moves
around the county, selling the best burgers ever. You may have seen
the truck. It has a big Atlanta United flag on top, my brother is a fan…
But that’s a different story.

“We can’t afford to play heroes, man,” he’s been always saying to me.
“If you see a bee, get out of there.”

And that’s what I’ve been doing. But then one day I got bored of
working at that copy shop by the “Macy’s”, you may know it, it’s called
“Copies & Cakes”. I’m not sure what they meant by “cakes”, we never
sold any and nobody ever asked for one. So, when I got bored there, I
bought a camera and started taking pictures of all the flowers by the
river.

“Man, you should send them to a magazine,” said my brother and I
did.

They liked them, started paying me good money, I got a better
camera… You know how it goes.



The thing is, you can’t take closeups of flowers without taking a
closeup of a bee now and then. And the more bees you’re meeting, the
more you realize - they’re not after you, man, they are way too busy
with their own life.

evening breeze
the slightly sweet scent
of bird cherry

Tzetzka Ilieva



before I finish
offering excu—
the beggar moves on

drinking alone
forsaking the glass
Primitivo

empty shells
her pockets filling
with sand

holding hands
so close to the surface
her bones

Mark Forrester



this summer
drought
aching
for a
cup
of
r
a
i
n

at the wake
poking memories
until they hurt

i before e
except after c--
vowel movement

to stop the noise
i pull down
the blind

tripping over
the garden hose--
a rain dance



entropy
wearing my pjs
to lint

Sondra J. Byrnes



new batteries
for the bathroom scale
winter's end

writing off
another year
tax day

Raghav Prashant Sundar



as we near
disrobing our faces
a gentle touch
of second wave

Srinivasa Rao Sambangi



past
the temple gate
vanishing God

long sunset
a bowed head
before embers

Richa Sharma



starry sky
I take my time  to build
my own constellation

early evening
a drop of beer falls from
his mustache

clothes donation
my look copied by
a stranger

sweet tea
I compete with an ant
to taste it first

Rosa Clement



Baisali Chatterjee Dutt



butterfly
set free from the web
my dharmic path

an octopus
hides inside a shell
the vast ocean of the internet

two warblers
each in their own tree
the politics of the day

Nicole Tilde



Gucci dress
She gets into
An old clunker

My son walks a mile
Up and down
The house

Linda Ng



petals adrift...
the time it takes
to fall out of love

lawn mower...
the weeds and the grass
go in the same basket

Arvinder Kaur



Michael Hough, Prose
Christina Chin, Art and Senryu



dog walkers
the fellowship
of rain or shine

snipping
most of the stem
apology flowers

Joanna Ashwell



lost in the moment rampant mint

closing daisies
her small frown
softens in sleep

lockdown rendezvous
on the bench
a bunch of rhubarb

field buttercups
despite everything
they rise above the shit

cracked earth
free writing exercises yield
no Shakespeare

ice warning
her cold feet slip
between the sheets

Ben Oliver



war movie
from the night I lost
my virginity
nothing remains
but the ticket stub

our cat
at the window
people watching
perhaps if I go outside
he'll stop ignoring me

post-op
completely unembarrassed
the doctor tells me
"the next two weeks
no nifky-poofky!"

Maxianne Berger



gENDer BIAS

how long before
our water cooler chats...
work from home

school sweetheart
my biscuit falls in tea
seeing her baby bump

refusing lift
the old lady says she doesn't trust
lady drivers

Vandana Parashar



rare bliss—
green lights
for ten miles

post-lockdown barbecue
senior friends update
their ailments

mask mandates dropped
the resumption of
daily shaving

young and good-looking—
the thieves
in a porch piracy video

karma—
the porch pirate sprains
her ankle

one-sided fascination—
bears attack
safari



letting my old car go…
it comes back
in a dream

slow driver ahead
when I try to pass
he speeds up

John J. Han



fenceless yard
the unbridled
hospitality

women built me

sharing lip liner
pucker
perfection

She gives chase not unlike a dog to a tennis ball. Blue eyes hone in on
yellow bouncing bouncing further she runs leaving shards of crystal
and spilt rum in her wake while yellow escapes behind closed doors
who dare close a door in her house rumrunner run run from her
Grandma pours rum down the drain who dare acknowledge why
she’s running why I’m running why my baby sister is cradled under
my arm why we sleep in the bathtub using a plunger as a door lock
why we’re excused for unfinished homework because “mama was
acting weird” why the neighbor’s mom makes us breakfast why our
aunt picks us up for a long weekend why we beg Grandma to come
home earlier who dare wear yellow in front of her.

crayon butterfly
framed on wall
slanted

Sydney Lopez



zoom-induced
alienation
new epoch

his cat's whims
always taken for granted
first-degree bias

Natalia Kuznetsova



happy hour
the bunch
of punch-drunk balloons

little library
a concise history
of bestsellers

dying trees
experts publish
another paper

old Plymouth still rockin’ it

bookstore spider
the paperback
doesn’t flinch

Laurie Greer



my grown son
even her voicemail seems
to know it's me

Maria Concetta



Gran's diary
between the empty pages
a red maple leaf

summer night
a cat curves
her waist

David He Zhuanglang



blood draw
the nurse's
crooked eyes

a hospital bed
the continuous change
of a cloud

blood sampling room
crushing a mosquito
with medical prescriptions

Carmela Marino



peace monument -
another tourist takes
a selfie

waning mask mandates . . .
Linus still clutches
his blue blanket

what bare trees -
the better
to see the birds

Valentina Ranaldi-Adams



women’s talk
an edamame flies out
into our laughter

opening a tuna can
for my sandwich...
a cat at my foot

mom’s smiling photo
how difficult
to take things easy

Keiko Izawa



Sherry Grant and Christina Chin



Nightmare

a concoction
of the finest ingredients—
the cat’s meow

witch dance
a stir of nightmares

her broomstick
doing double duty—
the cat won’t scat

spring cleaning
a spare cauldron
up for sale

a crack in the foundation
her secrets leak

thunderstorm
the cat wakes up to
one missing leg

Michael H. Lester/ Sherry Grant



Darkening

surface tension
a wave of anger
on the horizon

mother’s scowl
winter deepens

meringue
on the lemon tart
perfectly beaten

dark room
in the basement
red alert

random shots
from the drive-by video

each day
a new face
sinks below

Lorraine Padden/ Sherry Grant



snow on branches
grandma’s back bends
...a little more

ancestral house
the doormat carries the dust
of all the years

Minal Sarosh



3 am
a new day
the same relentless night

a new favourite thing
the shape of my name
in your mouth

everything
I no longer need to say
shouting match

U         S
the unsteady state
of our union

indolence

I remember, as an awkward teenager, being asked by my physics
teacher to offer an example of work. In the heat of the moment, I
scratched my head. He said, “Good.” and asked someone at the next
desk for another example.

synchronicity …
the random world stumbles
on a right answer



The class didn’t realise, but this was a rehearsed teaching trick.
Students, caught in the spotlight of attention, get a rush of adrenaline.
And that, inevitably, leads to activity.

drawing a blank
the lifeless pencil
starts to tap

Apparently, the physical ‘work’ my teacher had in mind wasn’t
difficult at all. Ever since, that simple revelation has offered me
encouragement. It means I’ve been even busier than I thought.

wrapped in white
one more casualty of war
a stubborn booger



David J Kelly



driftwood lamp
still keeping memories
of dad alive

untethered kite
she decides to live
for herself

Mona Bedi



attic heat
all those years
stored away

Jamie Wimberly



Roman ruins
in the empty sarcophagus
gelato wrapper

another drought year
of argument pro and con—
Bellagio fountains

Linda Papanicolaou



evening smoke
those insects no longer
so personable

winter torment
implanted in the cowpat
child-sized boot prints

trying not to runaway
with myself
lockdown anniversary

David Gale



broken vase
the likely culprit
wags his tail

shopping cart
filled with all the things
not on my list

pigeons
a flock perched above
the car wash

"buy apples"
he texts me from his
Android phone

men's room
a handwashing
competition

delayed flight
she arrives at the wrong
conclusion

Benicio Isandro



that sinking feeling
the student learns
a hippo cannot swim

roadside wildflowers
the stop at the red light
in a new light

in the spring botanical garden
masses of bouquets
flower shop delivery

garden in a box
the seeds scattered
in the packing

Christine Wenk-Harrison



weed—
my love
never watered

in a rush
to delight her
I zip my foreskin

drunk on a date
the winding staircase
to my hotel room

Adjei Agyei-Baah



stalls on a sunny day –
even the fripperies
appear beautiful

bancarelle al sole –
anche le cianfrusaglie
sembrano belle

Daniela Misso



Sparks

The seed of their dream was planted while popping caps with a rock
on the sidewalk of Roosevelt Elementary. When they were sixteen
Mike wrote Wanda’s name with a sparkler in the sky, outlining the
fading letters with a heart. They married after high school and set
up a trailer on Wanda’s folk’s property. A year later, the gender of
their only child, Roman, was revealed at a family picnic by setting
off a rocket that sent blue pearls high into the night sky.

Independence Day
before the show
the stars

Mike worked as a mechanic and was a volunteer fireman, which
mostly meant shooting pool and a few beers with the other guys



once a week and putting out the rare barn fire. Wanda cut hair in a
gussied-up shed behind the trailer. They eventually saved up
enough to rent a small cinder block building just outside of town.
“Mike and Wanda’s Fireworks” was painted in red, white and blue
on the side of the building, along with a green alien, that Roman
insisted upon. The shelves were stocked with sparklers, firecrackers,
bottle rockets, Roman candles, cherry bombs, ground spinners and,
of course, a box of caps by the register—one free roll with every
twenty dollar purchase. Wanda quit cutting hair to run the place
with Mike helping out on the weekends.

fire flowers
the flash-bang
of young love

Once Mike retired, Roman and his wife Celeste took over the store
with ma and pa popping in when it suited them. Roman put his own
spin on the business by adding a snow cone machine and an old
Asteroids arcade game in the back room. But the place would
always be Mike and Wanda’s Fireworks.

grand finale
holding hands
till the end

When Mike passed a few years later the volunteer fire department
put on a fireworks spectacular to compete with the fourth of July.
The entire community came out with lawn chairs and blankets
spread on the grass to ooooh and ahhh in Mike’s memory. Before the
funeral service began the following day, Wanda approached the
casket. Tucking a roll of caps in the breast pocket over his heart she
said. ”Meet you on those streets of gold, honey. I’ll bring the rocks.”

long after the sparks
wind blown smoke
losing its shape

prose - Terri L. French senryu - Bryan Rickert



baseball scores
barometer
of a marriage

lovelier now
than in high school
fog and snow

tiny oak twigs
adrift in the road
my life in doodles

holiday dinner
everyone brings something
I brought this haiku

deer in our garden
I negotiate for the lives
of the roses

Bruce Jewett



retired to the garden
blue sky drinking

stable to critical —
the bonsai we planted
outdoors

pandemic...
all pyjamas
no party

down a street
with no grass
the boy with the
size-too-small bike

Alan Peat



wide awake-
the salt
in my coffee

rain puddle-
just enough water
to float my boat

busy life-
marking the anniversary
of your missed call

lotus pose
I focus on
kitchen aromas

gorging on jalebi
I refuse sugar
in my tea

alaka yeravadekar



family portrait
the subtle tones
of rivalry

the first
I know by name . . .
a COVID vaccine

Janice Munro



anger management
she downs a pint
of rocky road ice cream

the chicken farmer
always using fowl language
to feather his nest

morning fog
the cows were herd
but not seen

rainforest café
the waiter in a zebra shirt
and leopard pants



Tranquility

Forest bathing is the art of immersing yourself in nature to rejuvenate
your mind, body, and energy to activate nature’s healing benefits. The
main principles are to go in silence and go slow. Use your senses to
find things in nature that bring you peace and happiness.

forest tour --
the macaw mimics
grandma's voice

Carol Raisfeld



her perfume -
out of dead silence
whispers come

Franjo Ordanić



I didn’t think
you would mind
if I mentioned
the lint
in your belly button

a freedom quilt
hung in our window
the irony
that everyone here
is a slave to your moods

they might as well
be written in Chinese –
4 prescriptions
for you
and a number for Hospice

after your death
a statement from your bank
in the mail –
another “to do”
when I want to do nothing

Susan Burch



carry-in dinner
the musty tones
of an old upright

a carved pumpkin’s
forced grin . . .
election year

S.O.S.

Few survive the beast, find themselves vomited ashore, hair tangled
with seaweed, skin bleached from stomach acid, to sulk upon the
beach as the sun sinks, waiting for the worms to come.

Jonah fish fry
a cafeteria catholic
chokes up a bone

Anna Cates



ready apples
plucked from their red plenum
pie in the sky

Ron Scully



rogue breeze
a boy’s Darth Vader kite
flips to the dark side

narcissist date:
out of his mind . . .
into himself

irrevocable trust
pressing send
to an editor

his message
fills a single drop—
cold rain

Barrie Levine



reading a mystery
The Theft of the
Last Page

bitter wind
the hostility
in divorce papers

a year
without a haircut
my hairstyle
a little bit
like Einstein

chance meeting
on the stairs
to nowhere
I met him
before I knew him

new moon
my thoughts
blacken my shadow

Terrie Jacks



honeybees
i start to feel...
lazy

echo chamber
the two children
shout it out

Memorial Day
ripples of red...

white and blue

ferry ride
the boy's hat
floats off in the wake

Jay Friedenberg



a repeating dream
of chase and murder
the pillow’s cool side

keep out signs
around the police cordon
the smell of a rat

decadent waste makes art

Patricia Hawkhead



Tethered

She finds the car where she left it. Now imprisoned by ferns, the
indigo paintwork is scratched with neglect, and the windows are
jammed open by fingers of lichen, urging her on.

Running her tongue over ulcers, raised like pinecones beneath her
bruised lip, she tears ivy from the door seals.  Pain sparks through
scarred, splintered fingers, as she twists the key in the ignition.

The car splutters, as if suffocating.  She twists the key again.

Dear God.  Please.

This time the exhaust bangs like a slammed door, before steadily
exhaling.

Trauma
Every day
The first

Sue Dawes



an old elegy
another teardrop
in the sea

lockdown
the setting sun
in cobweb

house for sale
customers fled
from mosquitoes

Zoran Doderovic



Remington
sponsors hockey
he shoots – he scores!

the Japanese
smiling and pointing
Basho poem t-shirt

camping trip
my elderly parents sleep
in each other’s arms

worried him less
that she was
into bondage
than that she loved
Ayn Rand

David Oates



the dharma
of pork buns--I too
am made of dough

Sisyphus...
the Monday morning grind
of the garbage truck

what did you do, fly
in a previous life
to end up
in such a kerfuffle
over the waste of a witless cow?

bumping into
my ex and her boyfriend
at the dog park
the power lines crackle
in the misting rain

James Chessing



soothing the sting
of sunburnt ears - music
of the ice cream van

whispers in the pews . . .
the gossip before
the Gospel

vaccination center
my spring begins
with a bee's sting

revealing the half-life
of a banana
his school bag

Nick Hoffman



while gossiping
i hold a pillow tight ...
"oh, it's a dog"

Devoshruti Mandal



nostalgia a turmeric stain on the onion skin

first kiss
a soffritto makes its way
into the soup

narrative climax
this perfectly
pressed flower

midwestern nice
sugar
in the cornbread

Kelly Sauvage



Exquisite Corpse

woodsmoke
an owl turns toward the feather
lingering where he mated

dusk shadows
if only she knew karate

a lone hoot
banjos weave in and out
of the nightfire

mezcal reposado
he leans in to whisper
dirty words

the swell of her heart
stopping short of Uranus

the memory
of their last macarena
twilight moon

Agnes Eva Savich/Kelly Sauvage







Marianne Paul



a corona cluster
in the red light district—
politician's vice

a full professor
brags about his paycheck
disappears when the check comes

At her late night job:
"It's you!"
"Oh, it's you!"
The hostess greets her teacher

drinking and smoking
during pandemic lockdown—
"Aren't you a doctor?"

showering his lover
with precious gifts. He gets
COVID in return.

Ben Grafström



OM
the sound of didgeridoo—
my eternal self

growing into
the noise next door…
neighbour’s renovation

prising it open the world her oyster

Madhuri Pillai



A Door Opens

If I could live my life over again, I would be a weaver.

Many years ago, I came across an article in one of the newspapers about a
remarkable woman.

This woman lived with her husband and children in a village. She would help her
husband in the fields for part of the day and also do the many household chores
to provide for her family. Oblivious of the day’s fatigue, after everyone was
asleep, she would immerse herself in the following creative work.

She collected old newspapers and magazines. In the light of a lantern, she would
make cuttings of all the pictures, the colourful advertisements, or anything else
that appealed to her. Then she would select some of the cuttings and make
collages by pasting these on discarded cardboard. These collages were striking –
some told a story, others were quirky, and some others were arranged into
decorative designs….

Someone chanced to discover this woman and her singular artwork; her story
was published in the papers.

This story has remained with me through all these years.

Two and a half years ago, before my husband and I left Vientiane, I spent three
days with a weaving community. With the help of one of the weavers, I made two
silk placemats with a simple floral motif.

in ink blots
emerging
patterns

Priti Aisola



Elizabeth Crocket



waterfall
the healing form
of trickle-down

the barista's call
I answer to -
flat white

teenage kittens
growing up too fast
for 3:00 AM

Justin Brown



Ouija Heebie-Jeebies
For Mr. G

Instead of studying Steinbeck the class was gathered round a Ouija
Board. Trying to raise… well, goodness alone knows what we were
trying to do. But there we were.

The planchette had found its second wind. We were entranced, but
what would it spell out? Thirty voices repeated each letter.

‘J’ ‘A’ ‘C’ ‘K’ ‘I’ ‘E’

Suddenly there was a deafening crash behind us.
Jackie Scott, tall and willowy, had gone down and hit the floor hard.

I’d still like to ask Mr. G why he organised a séance during English
class.
But I don’t have a Ouija Board.

afterwards-
a life reduced
to vignettes



Summer of 1975

The war in Vietnam ended, and ‘Wheel of Fortune’ appeared on telly.
But I mostly remember wee John. Back then kids messed around on
building sites.
Afterwards there was a special Mass. We went, then moved on.

The council finished the redevelopment.
They built a leisure centre on it.

splash pad-
the delicate mist
hides his tears

Robbie Porter



Tsanka Shishkova



spontaneous tears
trickle down
economics

everyone wins a prize …
a stick of gum
I do not want

at the funeral
surrealism
is pointless

Mark Gilbert



ironing the tablecloth
laughter and cheers
still attached

savouring
a ripe peach
all my anger melts

playing with suffixes –
hopelessness becomes
hopefulness

Cristina Povero





Students asked what is
the strangest place I've been to
I reply, "A book."

Sometimes, not as much
the flavor, but the feeling
of kitchen magic

Billy Tuggle



day moon glow -
the nuclear reactor
amongst clouds

fish and chip van -
gulls dissect fresh
polystyrene

promenade -
proud puppies parade
new owners

Dorothy Burrows



two in the shower
the way the elbows get
in the way

long night
my poem improved
by a typo

another spring
my second best pajamas
still at her place

TV Mass
sitting up straight
in my recliner

third martini
the way she pronounces
twitter

Kama Sutra . . .
that girl who showed me
the good parts

older not getting any



for want
of a better word
god

Bill Kenney



green tomatoes
her adult children
still live at home

new in-laws
dinner topic
climate change

nude beach
no diapers on
free-range babes

living alone
guilt-free
double-dipping

Wonja Brucker



cutting the hedgerow –
the sweaty neighbor sucks in
his big belly

grandpa's backstroke –
his belly jutting
from the sea

Tomislav Maretić



apple trees
loaded with
memories of Dad

midnight hour
rolling in the gutter
a cigar butt

rorschach test
washing out the coffee stain

Marilyn Ward



ghost

I doubt you saw me leave quietly the first time, you were too busy
partying. I made it miles before your text filled hollow eyes. this time
I'll disappear through brick not door crack, this time you won’t even
notice and I won’t check my phone.

words
you’ll never read
set in stone

Tim Gardiner



undulating bird
the rise and the fall
of a chainsaw

betrayed
by the tilt of his hat
the drunken sailor

Mike Gallagher



so wasted
but still writimng
good haiju

she steals my heart
as I stare at blossoms
petty thief

after the neighbours' complaints
our music louder

battered box
torn photographs
of somebody's baby

Bee Jay



fathers day
even the hallmark card
never arrives

Accidental

She doesn't speak to me anymore, and says I'm a monster. When she
asked me to care for her parakeet, it was because she knew I loved
birds and that I was a responsible person.On Halloween evening, I
was trying on my black cat costume. After attaching the furry feline
tail, I donned the cat mask and checked myself out in the mirror.  The
cage was hung nearby and I merely glanced inside. There was a
muffled thud as the poor creature tumbled off its perch. The
vet claims the bird was scared to death and had probably died of a
heart attack. I swear it was an accident.

scent of death
a turkey vulture
blackens the sky

John Budan



implants . . .
her personality
transforms

collecting seashells
a child sings a song
to no one & the sea

from north pole
to the south pole . . .
off her meds

Kevin Valentine



a few nails
& the stairway to heaven is fixed
Good Friday

the life of a fly
is short
jury selection

protected wildlife
the park ranger’s
affairs

makes me feel better
the loans officer
in a mask

going nowhere
licence plates from everywhere
on a garage wall

LeRoy Gorman



evermore
the blank expression
cameo silhouettes

family dinner
left to our own devices

joy and sorrow
alternating
between tears

the slipstream
of the first born—
younger siblings

Marilyn Fleming



Friday buzz
following the cat
on the evening walk

Nadejda Kostadinova



posición de cuchara
la sábana nos vuelve
una enorme crisálida

spooning
the bed sheet turns us
into a giant chrysalis

posesión acumulada plata   en mi cabello

amassed wealth  silver  in my hair

Wilbert Salgado



Irina Guliaeva





yoga duck
one wing one foot
quacky pose

polar bear
white flash of an almost
remembered dream

no one looking
I root for the crow lifting off
with a sandwich

Kath Abela Wilson



hair
tangling
your tongue

tending
to the garden of words--
I prune a suffix

welcome mat--
she kisses him
goodbye

Pippa Phillips



spring gardening
recycled tabloid pages
line the raised beds
doubling the manure
for good measure

street preacher
losing the battle
to cicadas

sunflowers
watching the boys
watch the girls

Self-reflection

Is sociopathy a spectrum, like ADHD? Is it all or nothing or are their
shades of gray? I wander back and forth for several hours thinking
about the argument and whether I said too much, or too little.

beach combing—
the vultures pick clean
my conscience

Shane Pruett



ship in a bottle
still trying
to right himself

going nowhere
in record time
pendulum

Charles Harmon



politics…
the distance between
our galaxy and the next

Nancy Brady



evening light
a few drops of wine
for the fruit fly

Father's Day
my wife takes over
potty duty

Alex Fyffe



dorm meeting
the hall director’s lecture
on vodka-soaked tampons

Christian Ethics
the preacher’s son
says I look kinky

Circle of Death
too drunk to notice
my nipple is out

train wreck—
chugging my way
through a fifth of gin

Lori A Minor



mamma’s garden . . .
my bowl of cherries
stuffed with red currants

Jill Lange



the slam
of a laptop lid—
school's out!

a stiff breeze
clues me in—
open fly

display guitar
played by the
feather duster

R.I.P.
last night's poems
this morning

monthly annual
brother's Zoom gathering—
real backgrounds

P. H. Fischer



Maternity Ward

At the construction site of our house, we were surprised to find a
pregnant dog making rounds there. The next day morning, the
masons cautioned us not to go inside the wash room. Guess what!!
The dog had given birth to three puppies. All the five were fast asleep.
But, what astounded me was the father dog was very humble and
dignified. He would kneel down to thank us. If at all, we were
standing at the entrance having a talk with the workers, the dog
would wait for us to move and quietly enter.

Today, after three months, the whole family of five have moved on.

life is ...
wildflowers at the edges
of the well

Lakshmi Iyer



skin to skin
she latches for the first
and last time

publish or perish
already a down payment
on my plot

lunchbox heroes
Wonder Woman hides
her tears

first word
if only it was
mama

never knowing
which side I’m on
mommy wars

family business
the art of crafting
an affair

Tia Haynes



Monday rain
the boss’s smile
a bit forced

does he recognize my butt
from the copier papers

mountain path
a shine where many shoes
polished a stone

is this how you became
such a smooth talker

at the funeral
the calloused hands
of the bricklayer

layer by layer
our grief building

Bryan Rickert/Susan Burch
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